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APPARITION OF CHRIST JESUS DURING THE 44th MARATHON OF DIVINE MERCY, AT THE
MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL
SAGRADO CORAZÓN

May peace be in this place and everything that does not belong to My Father be dispelled. So be it.

I have come from the Universe to bring you My Message, for it is time that essences awaken.

That is why today I manifest My Sacred Heart to all, the human Heart of Christ; which received the
spear to spill the Mercy of God throughout the ends of the Earth and to remove the enemy and its
surface reign.

And although its forces move in this planetary sphere, My Heart will always triumph, and you will
make It succeed when you adore My Spirit and open your consciousness to My Call.

Pay attention to what I am telling you, because they are not only words, nor decrees; they are
also energies retransmitted by the Divine Source through the Verb of the Son of God.

So I come to separate My flocks from evil, so that all enter the stable of My Heart, because there,
will always exist the way out which My powerful Hand will indicate, to the Kingdom of the Father.

What colonizes humanity is not evolutionary. That is why I come in this time to demystify
everything, because the heart of each one of you, as that of each one of your brothers and sisters,
must be in the right place, according to its freedom and its choice.

Yesterday I told you, companions, that in this time everything is permitted, not only on Earth but
also in the Cosmos. We are at the peak of a great Armageddon.

While the doors of the Light are opening to be able to prevail, My enemy also prevails in
the defeated.

I come for those who are becoming lost, because I know that they can be in Me and I in them, until
someday, they achieve the unconditional spirit.

You, who are present, who over time have followed so many marathons, already have the key to
open the door to the unconditional spirit that is within each one of you, because it will be that spirit
that will unconditionally concretize My Project in humanity.

I have attained new genetic codes, that are waiting to be placed in consciousnesses of the surface.

The Passion that I lived allowed this. Thus, it was not only a Passion, a transmutation of the
suffering and the sin of the world.

God created those conditions in that time so that humanity could learn about love, and how, through
love, it could achieve a Christic consciousness.
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You are the bearers of a primordial essence that comes from great reservoirs of the Universe, where
the Creator Parents, beyond their seventh dimension of consciousness, work to recreate this
Creation.

Today I invite you to remember your origin, because only in your origin will you achieve
Redemption. Everything that happens around you will be superfluous, it will have no importance in
the face of the need for the Project of Christ to prevail.

Awaken those codes in yourselves, not only through prayer and adoration. Elevate your
consciousnesses to the Divine and you will be bearers of new gifts that are waiting to wake up in
you as new talents; those talents of which I once spoke in the parables.

It is this, My Heart, that gave Itself for you in that time, which in this same time and in this same
Era not only prepares for Its Return to humanity, but also the return within you, beyond the soul and
the spirit; beyond the essence.

If you, companions, feel encouraged to commune of these divine codes through the practices of the
spiritual life, you will be on the correct path to be able to find Me and find Me again as many times
as necessary.

This is why I come to awaken your right-side consciousness; that is the great veil for your
consciousnesses, which the Master of Love comes to withdraw with His own Hands so that you
may awaken to the true reality of these times.

Abandon the superficial life and move toward the life of the spirit, because it will be your spirits
that will not perish and will not let the body perish under the terrestrial energies, but instead will be
firm so as to be carriers of the new codes that I bring you today, from where all of life, the life of
the infinite has emerged.

From the Source, from Abba, I bring for all what many lack.

Believe that this inner transformation is possible, for in this way, the new doors will open so that
you may tread the inner enclosures, where your bodies will be alive, full of the Love of God and His
Grace, guided by once your brothers and sisters, who only wait for you to stretch out your hands to
them, so that they may uplift you to the Consciousness of Universal Love.

I want you to listen more than once to this message that I bring you today, because only My Mercy
allows a great Grace in this hour, unknown to all, and which is conceived of by My Love in light of
so many sins in the world, so much indifference and omissions.

Thus I show you that My Being is not only Jesus, or a Heart that can only love.

My Consciousness has expanded for you, since the Ascension.

Many say that I went to Heaven, but I was always among you, manifesting the power of My Love
and the miracles of life.

If you believe that I am in a Body through the bread; if you also believe that My Divine Blood is to
be found through the wine, after being consecrated, why do you fear inner transcendence?
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I give you the foundation so that you may experience the impulses and always be renewed under the
spirit of faith.

In the Universe there are dwelling places that are waiting for you all, there are spaces in which your
souls may be happy, because it has been the Will of My father to create all those expressions of
Love in the Universe.

That is why My intent, companions, is that your consciousnesses be uplifted and moved out of the
inertia of these times. Inertia will only lead you into suffering. Be brave, My friends, and unite from
the heart with My Great Portal.

The archangels show the way to those who aspire to experience their transformation.

All the Holy Creator Parents hope that a large part of humanity wake up from their deep sleep, so
that this Project on the Earth, as well as so many others in the Universe, come into real time, the
eternal present in which there is no pain, or suffering; what you call "eternity."

So, companions, think for a moment: why does your Master of Love today give you so many keys?

I still wait for you to climb the mountains of this world to be able to find me. Did God then create
them through His personal desire? For you, they are the symbol of your upliftment, of the constant
persistence and of deep faith, of always being able to achieve the goal that your spirits came to
fulfill on this sacred mission.

So today I bring you the Cosmos, that it not only be contemplated in the Material Universe, but also
in the essence of the Spiritual Universe.

The Laws are active at this moment, in an inexplicable and mysterious way, so that souls may be
uplifted and find again the path they lost to the Great Light.

God expressed many attributes in these Marian Centers.

Those attributes were the basis for this great awakening.

Do you remember when you used to invoke them, when you pronounced them from the heart?

Did you ever, companions, at some time think that through the singing of the attributes you were
uniting with new laws?

That always happened here, in this Marian Center, in this community, which is the mother of many
others on the plane of the spirit.

It is for that reason that God sent His Messengers here and not to some other place in the world.

In essence, I am showing everybody what the real Church is, the one I taught about two thousand
years ago, the blessed Celestial Church, that is spread through all the creatures of the Earth through
their inner essence.

It is the Church that I need to rebuild; but I know that the race still needs something formal to
understand it.
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That is why I bring so many symbols and signs throughout the times, through so many Apparitions
of the Divine Messengers, so that each being, in their school, experience their evolution according
to the degree of their learning and awakening.

Through these words I want to give you the true teaching that exists in the Universe.

You are not in this world just to suffer or perish.

Be more intelligent than My adversary and move off this stance of being victims.

Reactivate the Ray of your inner intelligence so that the Ray of Love-Wisdom may emerge, and
have a thirst for discovering the Universe beyond yourselves; the Universe that exists within you,
that is wise and rich, generous and most prodigious, just like the Universe that exists in this Material
Universe.

Are you prepared, companions, so that during the Sacred Week you may come to know My true
Aspect? Respond!

Those present say "yes".

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón:

He says that we don't know what we are saying.

I am not only a fisher of souls, but a caller of essences, of essences that came to fulfill a Project and
carry out a great mission at the end of these times and after so, so many experiences.

When I tell you to be more intelligent than My adversary, I invite you to move off the point of
suffering, so that you may enter into the Universe of the Great Consciousness, in which everything
can be uplifted and liberated beyond matter as well as spirit.

You have asked Me for time to reveal these matters to you.

My Father knows it all, sees it all, to the point of knowing how far your hearts can expand with this
knowledge.

I Am that glorified King that comes to show Himself to the world, so that through My Heart, all
may come to know their inner Universe and all that exists in this Cosmos.

You are stars that descended to Earth, that were deported to this world to experience a Project, but
not like what you think.

All of Creation is contained in the Love of God and everything that exists within this Creation is
blessed, although any consciousness, in this Universe or another, may be in its deepest affliction or
in its great test, to struggle against the forces of chaos, prevailing through love and truth.

Duality is present in this humanity. That is the reason, companions, for your having free choice, and
that this law defines your destiny forever.

Thus, before making a decision, meditate. Invoke the powerful wisdom of My Heart, so that after,
you not suffer unnecessarily.
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Be adults in the spiritual life and you will be receptacles for the new.

For today I have already said much.

Aspire to expand this knowledge in these days.

Continue to pray from the heart and with fervor, so that not only your consciousnesses are worked
upon, but also the consciousness of humanity, which is one and  cannot lose this last Grace.

Meanwhile, I will consecrate these elements, so that souls may be vivified and find love again.

I want you to sing to My Heart.

Plead for My help, because the King is with His Reign in you and hopes that this Reign may be
realized in the end of these times.

Here is the Glory of all Creation.

Happy are those who participate in this Sacrament, for they not only feed their spirit and their
consciousness with the divine energy of Love, but also the matter shines forth when the Holy
Communion enters their mouths and communes of Universal Love.

Be happy and believe that this is true, for if I am here, companions, it is because God has sent Me so
that for a time, which has been set by Him, I may be among you expressing My Divine Mercy and
My Glory.

I bless these elements under the celestial authority of God, of all the angels and archangels, of all
souls of goodwill that inhabit this planet, so that love, mercy, compassion, and peace may triumph
in all consciousnesses of the world. So be it.

Together, companions, and responding to My request, we will do the Holy Cross, the glorious sign
of our Redeemer.

In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen. (x3)

Glory to God in the highest and Peace on Earth for all beings of goodwill.

I thank you.

Sing to Me as if you had found Me for the first time.


